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Details of Visit:

Author: casanova
Location 2: Stratford
Type of Visit: Outcall
Date and Time of Visit: Fri 3 Jan 2014 19:00
Duration of Visit: 2 Hours
Amount Paid: 300
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Nymph
Phone: 07838420877

The Premises:

A chain hotel in east London. Comfortable and convenient.

The Lady:

Nymph is totally gorgeous. She is a photographic model and has the looks to match - blond hair, an
exquisite face and a superb figure with long legs which look perfect in stockings, suspenders and
high heels!

The Story:

Finding at short notice that I had to spend Thursday night in Stratford, east London to attend a
meeting on the Friday morning, I contacted Nymph, whom I had met before there last year.

Our tryst was easily arranged by text and phone and I made my way over to Stratford. I booked into
the hotel and waited for Nymph's text to say that she had arrived at Stratford station. I went to meet
her on the station steps and immediately recognised Nymph again. The lady was casually dressed
in jeans, top and suede jacket. We kissed and walked hand in hand back to the hotel. Once there,
we enjoyed a massive snog in the lift up to the room and I just knew I was going to have fun! Once
in the room N repaired to the bathroom with her bag and when she re-emerged she was just a
picture of loveliness and sexuality - the lady was smartly and alluringly attired in a short black see-
thru dress which showed off her svelte and enticing figure to the very best effect - gorgeous long
legs encased in black nylons with just a hint of stocking top and smart high heels - exactly how I
love a lady to dress. She took me in her arms and we had another deep penetrating kiss, whilst my
hands roamed freely over N's gorgeous body. We chatted easily at the mutual side of the bed for a
few minutes, with more gentle fondling, then N suggested in no uncertain terms that she wanted the
action to begin - when you gonna fuck me, big boy, were her exact words!

So we both removed our clothing, me all in one go and N more gradually, as she revealed a black
bra, matching suspenders and a tiny crotchless red thong - wow! That was soon removed and I
gave N's totally shaved and already moist pussy some close attention with my tongue and mouth. N
really seemed to enjoy that and gradually became more and more aroused, until I suggested she
might care to sit on my face. N loved that and ground her pussy hard on to my mouth and face,
eventually coming to the first of her many climaxes. Then it was into a 69, as I lapped away at N's
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cunt and labia lips whilst she took my member deep into her warm and welcoming mouth my turn
for some pleasuring, so I lay back and N embraced my member in her warm and welcoming mouth.
She's certainly at expert at fellatio (no hands, too!) and soon I was moaning with pleasure as my
cock slowly hardened under her gentle ministrations.

Now it was time for the main event, so I applied my normal chemical assistance and soon I was
rock hard as N took my cock back into her mouth. N expertly applied a wafer thin durex and I
suggested she mount me for some cowgirl. I fitted her tight pussy like a glove and we gently started
the dance of love.......

On and on and on we fucked and sucked, with N encouraging me to greater endeavours with some
choice dirty language. Position after position was explored, until finally I exploded into the durex
deep inside N's by now absolutely sopping cunt. By then I'd lost count of the times N had climaxed!

N is an absolute gem! If you're in London, catch her if you can - you'll have a great time with
certainly one of the capital's horniest and most beautiful escorts. See you again soon, I hope, lovely
lady.
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